Classic Alcove
As drawn: £1400
£2550 for a pair
(fully finished; white spray painted)

Modern Alcove
As drawn: £1300
£2260 for a pair
(fully finished; white spray painted)

Itemised costs:
Fixed fee: £250
Cupboard: £700
Fitted bookcase (3 shelf): £450

Itemised costs:
Fixed fee: £250
Cupboard: £600
3 floating shelves: £450

Add height for extra shelf: £100
Remove a lower shelf: -£40
Dividers to shelves: £50/each
Triple cupboard: £1000

Additional shelf: £120
Simple flush doors: -£20 per door
Triple cupboards: £875

Other variations
Cutouts for wall sockets: £30 *
Cable outlets: £40 white plastic / £50 oak / £60 painted solid wood
Solid oak countertop: +£100 (+£150 for triple cupboards) * Full oak upgrade: add 40% to shelf/cupboard price
Angled cupboards: +£280 * Drawers: £150 (may vary) * Lighting: from £150 (may vary)
Non-standard paint colours: +£75 (may vary) * Non-standard shelf depths: +£15 per shelf (may vary)
(Prices are inclusive of VAT. Standard material is high grade moisture resistant MDF)
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Fixed fee: £250
Classic cupboard: £700 x 2 = £1400
Fitted bookcase: £450 x 2 = £900
Remove a lower shelf: -£40
Socket cutouts: £30 x 2 = £60
Cable outlet (white plastic): £40
Total: £2610

Fixed fee: £250
Shaker cupboard: £600
3 floating shelves: £450
Additional shelves: £120 x 4 = £480
Socket cutout: £30
Cable outlet (white plastic): £40
Total: £1850

Fixed fee: £250
Classic cupboard: £700 x 2 = £1400
Reduction (no skirting) = -£60
Angled cupboard: +£280
Fitted bookcase: £450 x 2 = £900
Add shelf and height: £100 x 2 = £200
Socket cutouts: £30 x 2 = £60
Cable outlet (white plastic): £40 x 2 = £80
Integrated dimmable lighting: £170
Off-White paint mix: £75
Total: £3355
Fixed fee: £250
Triple cupboard: £875
2 cantilevered shelves: £300
Socket cutout: £30
Cable outlet: £40
Total: £1495

Fixed fee: £250
3 floating shelves: £450
additional shelves: £120 x 7 = £840
Oak upgrade (40%) = £516
Cupboard: £600
Flush doors: -£20 x 2 = -£40
Oak countertop: £100
Socket cutout: £30
Oak cable outlet: £50
Total: £2796
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